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Ao no Kiseki (The Legend of Heroes) is an epic,
action role-playing game set in the fantasy

world of Zemuria, where humans coexist with
superhuman “Jaeger” warriors. Based on the

renowned RPG series developed and published
by Nihon Falcom, the game focuses on the

Crossbell State in the special support division.
The Special Support Section is a covert

organization whose mission is to deal with
various incidents that surround them. Although

they’re on the front lines, the members are
unable to fully contribute to these crises, and

must deal with security issues from behind the
scenes. Character Classes & Actions MAIN

CHARACTERS Grace Miller: A former soldier from
the Special Support Section, she served
overseas with the Imperial Army before

resigning to become a soldier for hire, working
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for the commander of the Erebonian Army, Oga
Renaux. She has no family but she makes a

living as a mercenary for Erebonian government
agencies, accompanied by “Erebonian Pawns,”
support units who seek to fulfill their contract

obligations. A mercenary from the Special
Support Section Oga Renaux: The commander
of the army who protects Crossbell. He’s a man

of strong convictions and is eager to turn
Crossbell into a fortress of strength against the
Erebonian Empire. A man of strong convictions

OPTION CHARACTERS Tomoko Sato: A young girl
who lost her family in an incident back in the
war and now seeks to avenge them. She’s a

skilled and valiant individual with the spirit of a
warrior, and she seeks to get revenge on those
who killed her loved ones. A young girl who lost

her family in an incident back in the war and
now seeks revenge on those who killed her

loved ones Shiroyumi Taiga: A capable veteran
military official under Oga Renaux. Although he
had to betray the Calvard Republic, he would
not forgive himself for that. He’s keen to pay
back a debt to Crossbell. A capable veteran

military official MAIN EVENTS Kenshin Events: A
crisis that occurred three months ago in the
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Erebonian Empire, which is the setting for the
present storyline. Battles take place in cities and

towns, where the actions of Jeager and
mercenaries of the Special Support Section are

at stake. Stealth missions take place in
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Features Key:
Jigsaw Puzzle Game

Challenge yourself to beat the cat in this game.
Introduction of cat exclusive items

Jigsaw Puzzles for all ages

Highlights of Cat's Life Jigsaw Puzzles Game Details:

Take on this challenge to win your cat's love! Play through 17 amazing levels with an adorable kitten to
complete this jigsaw puzzles game. Use your mouse to click on some of the items to move the kitten from
one puzzle piece to the next. Once you complete a level, you’ll learn about what particular items are taught
in a game. The game feature cat exclusive items such as "Keep Calm" to help you complete difficult levels
and "Ahhh" sounds to alert you when you come across a tricky puzzle.

NOTE: This game was not written by the New Zealand company. It was designed by a German
company.

Cat’s Life Jigsaw Puzzles Features:

17 levels with cute cat and kitten.
Use your mouse to complete the puzzles.
Use your mouse to click on some of the items to move the kitten from one puzzle piece to the next.
Use distinct items to unlock secret levels in the game.
Save regularly to avoid losing your progress.

Is Now Available for Windows Phone 8, Blackberry, Tablet and iOS

NOTE: Once you download the game you should click "Install" to complete the installation. To
check if the game is installed, please go to >
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